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Project Overview
Knowing an effluent limit of 1.0-ppm effluent phosphorus would be in their next permit cycle, the City of Noblesville 
proactively sought a cost-effective method for achieving compliance. American Structurepoint recommended bi-
ological phosphorus treatment (Bio-P), an innovative approach in Indiana. American Structurepoint modeled the 
City’s treatment plant processes and showed Bio-P as a cost-effective and achievable option. To validate the com-
puter model, American Structurepoint worked with the Indiana Department Environmental Management (IDEM) for 
approval to isolate an aeration basin and clarifier in order to run a full-scale test. At the testing period’s conclusion, 
real-world results corroborated model predictions. 

American Structurepoint then designed permanent biological process modifications to create anaerobic mixed 
zones for promoting biological phosphorus removal. The design included new chemical and air systems. Chemical 
phosphorus removal is used as a polishing step (when necessary) and as backup to Bio-P. A new control system ad-
justs chemical feed based on effluent phosphorus concentration. The existing air system relied on centrifugal blow-
ers with leaking underground piping. The design replaced the blowers with energy-efficient turbo blowers, above-
ground stainless steel piping, and a control scheme to optimize blower use based on dissolved oxygen levels. 

By using Bio-P, the City of Noblesville will realize substantial savings over the WWTP’s lifecycle versus what it would 
have spent for traditional chemical removal of phosphorus. Based on the first eight months of operation, the reduc-
tion in chemical usage and power equates to roughly $800,000 annually. 

NEW ANAEROBIC ZONE FOR BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL WITH SUBMERSIBLE MIXERS (RIGHT) FOLLOWED BY AEROBIC ZONE (LEFT)
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Use of Good Construction Techniques  
and Completion of Project On Schedule
Construction for this project began August 30, 2017, and the project was substantially completed in April 2019.  The 
project was not completed on schedule due to unexpected issues with existing equipment and facilities that need-
ed to be dealt with before construction to accomplish the conversion to Bio-P could occur.

Wilhelm showed good construction technique by sequencing the construction work so that that the plant could stay 
in service and meet permit limits during the course of the project. Also during the project, a scheduled shutdown of 
the plant occurred within the scheduled window. 

Safety Performance
Wilhelm Construction, the primary contractor, followed all Occupational Safety and Health Administration worksite 
protocols and implemented ongoing safety measures in coordination with project rules and practices. Field safety 
training took place to ensure crew members were prepared for the potential hazards and obstacles as well as being 
able to quickly identify and resolve any issues. Construction areas were clearly marked. 

Community Relations
In 2017, the Noblesville Utilities staff collaborated with American Structurepoint to produce an educational piece 
about phosphorus for its customers. The bill insert told customers that too much phosphorus was reaching the 
wastewater treatment plant. At the time, nearly 7 parts per million of phosphorus was entering the plant. The insert 
also said City’s WWTP needed to meet a new phosphorus discharge limit of 1 part per million by June 2019.  

The educational piece informed customers that the City was working to design a biological phosphorus removal 
solution that would reduce the volume of costly chemicals used to remove the phosphorus. The piece effectively 
was a primer on these topics:

• Sources of phosphate in water

• Where does phosphate go after going down the household drain?

• Environmental concerns resulting from too much phosphorus in US waterways

The communication also contained practical tips for reducing phosphate use, such as using phosphate-free or 
low-phosphate detergents, soaps, and cleaners. Lastly, the insert asked residents to do their part to reduce the 
amount of phosphate entering the treatment plant. This communication served several major purposes. It was a 
first step in telling Noblesville residents about the phosphorus issue. It introduced the steps the City was taking to 
develop an environmentally friendly and cost-saving solutions. It also told residents steps they could take to reduce 
phosphate in wastewater.    
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Environmental Concerns
The reduction of phosphorus in water is a major environmental issue worldwide. Too much phosphorus in waste-
water can result in decreased levels of dissolved oxygen which can lead to algae growth in rivers and lakes. Algae 
blooms also can form and produce toxins that are harmful to human and animal health. Public health is improved in 
Noblesville and any community downstream of Noblesville along the White River by reducing the amount of phos-
phorus present in the waterway. 

Unusual Accomplishments
Several complexities arose as the design team discovered unexpected issues with existing equipment and facili-
ties that needed to be dealt with and fixed due to the age of the facility throughout the project. Dealing with these 
issues and repairing as the project progressed are huge factors in the project taking longer than first anticipated to 
be completed. 

One major complexity involved an evaluation of air leaks in the aeration piping system leading from the blower 
building to the aeration tanks. Our team addressed significant leaks in the existing underground piping. In fact, the 
ground bubbled with escaping air when it rained! 

American Structurepoint completed a study to quantify the air leaks and determined that the air leaks were result-
ing in greater than $100,000 of wasted power consumption annually. American Structurepoint incorporated a new 
above-ground, welded, stainless steel aeration pipe system into the overall design. This above-ground solution 
resulted in power savings at the plant. 

Additional Conditions Deemed of Importance to Public Works Agency 
The utility department wanted to ensure that the wastewater treatment plant remained in service during the vast 
majority of the project. Contractor Wilhelm accommodated this by building a temporary coffer dam to allow the in-
stallation of a pipe in a splitter box to avoid taking the plant out of service. 

Development of the Project to Meet a Perceived Community Need
The entire project goes beyond meeting a perceived need and in fact meets an actual community need. The City 
of Noblesville’s permit from the Indiana Department of Environmental Management mandated that the effluent dis-
charge meet the 1 part per million by June 2019 and every month thereafter.   

Use of Alternative Materials, Practices, or  
Funding that Demonstrate a Commitment to Sustainability
Using a biological process to break down solid wastes and then using microorganisms to consume them is an al-
ternative method that saves money, saves energy, and shows a commitment to sustainability. Likewise, installing 
energy-efficient turbo blowers and repairing air leaks reduces energy costs and demonstrates a commitment to 
sustainability. 
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Economic Challenges
The project results in economic savings over the WWTP’s life cycle by implementing biological phosphorus removal 
to reduce chemical consumption and installing energy-efficient turbo blowers and fixing air leaks to reduce energy 
costs. Upfront costs for design and installation may be higher than using a chemical-only solution; however, the City 
of Noblesville will see substantial savings over the WWTP’s lifecycle versus what it would have spent for chemicals 
to remove the phosphorus. Based on the first eight months of operation, the reduction in chemical usage resulted 
in savings of approximately $52,000 per month (extrapolated to $620,000 per year). In this same time span, the City 
estimates that the aeration improvements are saving $15,000 per month in power costs (extrapolated to $180,000 
per year). This results in a yearly savings estimated at $800,000.

Creative Use of Municipal Resources, Equipment, Labor, or Funds
The City of Noblesville took creative steps to use existing municipal equipment to produce measurable benefits to 
the community.  Using the existing aeration tanks and converting them to a Bio-P solution produced a substantial 
cost savings. The city also used existing 6-inch stainless steel pipe for the above-ground, welded stainless steel 
aeration pipe system. The city utility also drained and cleaned the tanks during the project as needed so they 
wouldn’t have to use city funds to pay the contractor to do that work.



ORIGINAL BLOWERS



NEW TURBO BLOWERS



INSTALLING DIFFUSERS AND SUBMERSIBLE MIXERS



NEW CHEMICAL STORAGE BUILDING



WELDING NEW 24-INCH STAINLESS STEEL AIR MAINS


